Log2Box
Compatible with DATAcentre
Ÿ Automatic filing of incoming
calls
Ÿ Redistribution of emails to
multiple recipients
Ÿ Automatic notification of
edits and annotations
Ÿ Intuitive storage structure
Ÿ Online annotation of docs
Log2Box, The easiest way to file your
DATAcentre reports
Log2Box is an online storage facility for
any device that can send out reports or
alarm messages by email. With its focus
on data security and revision control,
Log2Box is the perfect companion for your
DATAcentre.
As a standalone alarm and monitoring
system, your DATAcentre already allows
real-time and historical data to be viewed
both graphically and as a tabular report.
With emailed daily reports and alarm
messages, you have a quick and easy to
use system for recording data from a
variety of sensors.
How does it work?
Simply define some storage cabinets in
Log2Box and tell it which DATAcentres are
going to be using the system. Once you've
added Log2Box as one of the email
recipients in the DATAcentre, everything is
ready to go. Now all of your reports are
securely filed and safe from unauthorised
manipulation.

But Log2Box, doesn't stop there. If you
want to add notes to the records –
perhaps you need to explain that dip in
the temperature when the freezer was
being serviced – then Log2Box provides
you with an online editor for adding your
own notes. With a sophisticated revision
system, all changes can be tracked and
all earlier versions of any documents
are always available for review. Meeting
your regulatory requirements has never
been easier.

This is where Log2Box steps in.
Keeping with the philosophy that storing
your data should require the minimum
amount of effort on your part, Log2Box
handles the filing and data retention for
you. The program ensures that
regulatory compliance is something that
happens automatically in the
background rather than becoming yet
another task to add to your daily
workload.

So why do you need anything else?
Although emails provide a simple
means for receiving daily reports and
alarm messages, you still need to file
those documents, and this filing needs
to meet your regulatory requirements. If
you merely keep the documents in your
in-box, can you be sure that they will be
there in five years time? Does your IT
department enforce a maximum email
retention period? Are attachments
automatically removed after a
predefined period? Are you sure you will
be able to find them later? If you need to
comply with 21 CFR Part 11, can you
show that the documents have not been
tampered with? Can you add notes and
comments to show that you have
addressed any adverse events or
artefacts in the data?
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